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PRIVATE JETAWAY PARTNERS With ELEGANT MEXICO
EMBRACING THE -NEW NORM-

PARIS - PHOENIX, 28.07.2020, 10:05 Time

USPA NEWS - Private Jetaway, a luxury travel company with private jet-to-villa turn-key packages, announced the partnership with
Elegant Mexico, whose portfolio offers luxury private villa rentals at the heart of Los Cabos and Punta Mita. The luxury travel services
embracing the "new norm" include wellness-vetted private jet transport, world-class villa & staff, along with ground transportation and
all the amenities befitting such an experience.  

Private Jetaway, a luxury travel company with private jet-to-villa turn-key packages, announced the partnership with Elegant Mexico,
whose portfolio offers luxury private villa rentals at the heart of Los Cabos and Punta Mita. The luxury travel services embracing the
"new norm" include wellness-vetted private jet transport, world-class villa & staff, along with ground transportation and all the
amenities befitting such an experience.

- A fusion of private jet transport and luxury villa in a turn-key bow tied package.
- The "new norm" brings about wellness-vetted private jets and luxury destinations together in a safe intimate experience for families,
friends, and colleagues.
- The partnership compliments flawlessly the personalized luxe travel experience being sought after.

"Understandably the world is slowly beginning to rise from a place of pause. The innate desire for families, friends, and colleagues to
experience life's moments with repose is at an apex. We're here to make that experience comfortable and convenient," says Wayne J.
Rizzi, President of Private Jetawayâ„¢.

"We are thrilled to create this unique partnership with Private Jetaway which will provide guests with a luxury experience from door to
door. With a substantial increase in interest for private villas, especially those with luxury resort amenities, we feel this partnership will
provide a vacation experience that ensures a safe and secure environment with the space and privacy that cannot be replicated at a
traditional resort," says Sean Emmerton, President of Elegant Mexico.
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